
SPECIFICATION

1. Scope

This specification defines the basic design concept, 
construction, materials, fittings and performance of 
WGL 700 series thermally broken Rebated Door.

2. Design Concept

The profiles and components in this range have been 
specially designed to provide a simple form of 
thermally broken Door Suite that is inward or outward 
opening yet internally glazed.

Designed to be compatible with WGL900, 700 and 500 
series systems. 

3. Materials

Aluminium alloy 6063 TE & TF, stainless steel and 
appropriate high quality seals used throughout.

4. Finishes

The construction allows for fabrication of all exposed 
members from pre-finished lengths of aluminium 
extrusion.

These exposed profiles will be available in a range of 
finishes:

a) Anodised to BS 3987, Grade AA25.  Etched and 
anodised natural self-colour, black, bronze and 
standard colour range.
b) Polyester powder paint standard colour range.
c) Non-standard colours are available upon 
request.
d) Polyester powder paint finish to a marine / 
swimming pool environment finish.

5. Construction
Bars are generally cut at a 45o mitre. The corners being 
reinforced and joined using extruded aluminium corner 
cleats and ties then sealed with a corner jointing 
adhesive. Intermediate mullions and transom bars are 
square cut, machined and fixed to outer frame using 
self-tapping screws and stainless steel pins.

6. Hardware

Fitted with fully adjustable door hinges, security lock, 
with europrofile security cylinder.

7. Glazing/Infill

The range has been designed for a basic 28mm glass or 
panel thickness. 

Glass is set against rubber retaining gasket set into a 
groove in the bead/frame, with internal locking wedge 
gasket completing the glazing. Glazing gaskets are 
manufactured from TPE material. TPE material can be 
used with self-cleaning glass, such as Pilkington 
Active. The glass is then held in place with either a 
shuffle bead WGL735 where security is required or 
WGL736 clip-in spring bead.  

8. Performance

The construction allows for a very effective inside seal 
between glass and aluminium.  This, combined with 
pressure equalised drainage, means that a fully rebated 
door system will be completely watertight and has been 
in house tested up to the test pressure ‘class 600Pa’ as 
specified in BS 6375: Part 1: 1989.

The door has also been in house tested and the system 
can meet the ‘class 600Pa’ (air conditioning) pressure 
specified in BS 6375: Part 1: 1989 for air leakage.

For wind resistance, the door system will meet wind 
loadings up to 2000Pa subject to the introduction of 
deeper mullions/transoms and possibly the adjustment 
of spans and fixings.

9. Important note

Profiles must be used in their insulated form (thermally 
broken) to conform to Part `L` of the building 
regulations.




